PLC PAC Difference – PAC Automation Controller Defined

...PLC vs PAC Training.

Programmable Logic Controller training VS Programmable Automation Controller training

This PLC PAC Difference article defines the PAC automation controller in relationship to the PLC. A PLC vs PAC comparison.

First, the PLC PAC Definitions

PLC
A Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) is a single microprocessor based device used to automate equipment operation in process and manufacturing machinery, infrastructure and transportation control. Designed to replace relays and timers, it uses electrician and maintenance friendly ladder logic to program sequence of events and reaction via real-world input and output devices.

PAC
A Programmable Automation Controller (PAC) is a 2 or more processor based device like a personal computer (PC) is and is basically a PC merged with a PLC using multitasking capabilities to automate control of one or more pieces of equipment. The term PAC was first defined by ARC Advisory Group in 2001. Although the PAC includes PLC capabilities, its hardware architecture and software are designed to be more user friendly to the IT/Computer Programmer. Differences include multitasking; multiple processor modules per rack, multiple programming languages like structured text, distributed control system (DCS), Tag based addressing, motion control, standard PC networking like Ethernet, to name a few.

PLC PAC difference from a training perspective...
Many maintenance, engineering and even some college instructors refer to a PAC as a PLC. Some correctly argue that it doesn’t matter which terminology you use, as long as the device you are referring to, meets your automation control needs. But when referring to training for a PAC, it is critical to distinguish between a PAC and a PLC.

Allen Bradley/Rockwell PAC example picture...

What is a PLC, what is a PAC?
... as it relates to PAC and PLC Training?

This is a continuation of the PLC PAC Difference article.
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You probably have heard, within the many industries that use automation control, there has been a big debate over **PAC vs PLC**. Even after almost 10 years of the PAC being around. Some still refer to a PAC as a PLC because they don't know about the clear difference between a PLC and a PAC. As mentioned at the beginning of this article, it doesn't matter which you call it, as long as the other person or people you are communicating with, know what level of technology you are talking about. But, when you are talking about training for a PLC or PAC, the vast technological differences between the two is critical to understand and communicate.

The PAC vs PLC chart below will make a clear and quick visual representation of some of the primary differences...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Device</strong></th>
<th><strong>PLC</strong></th>
<th><strong>PAC</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processor Modules</td>
<td>1 per Rack</td>
<td>Multiple Processors per Rack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor Chips per Module</td>
<td>1 Microprocessor (250)</td>
<td>2+ High Performance (Multitasking)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming</td>
<td>Ladder Logic (Ladder Diagram)</td>
<td>Structured Text (Compiler Based)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functionality</td>
<td>Sequential Scan of Logic</td>
<td>Function Block Diagrams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>Up to 64K Fixed Data Table Type</td>
<td>Up to 32,000K Multi-domain TAGS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I/O</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>128,000 4,000 Analog</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>Typical Single Option</td>
<td>Open Network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### PAC vs PLC Training

We require 40 hours for on-site, [hands-on PLC training](http://bin95.com/plc_training.htm) that include emphasis on PLC Safety, Reliability and Best-practices training relevant to maintenance and engineering working with PLCs in the real world. This is for a group of 10 or less students. If a training provider was to only provide a presentation style session and/or only deliver scholastic knowledge that could be found in a manual, it could be done in about 16 hours. While it would be education, it would not be training and cover PLC Safety, Reliability and Best-practices in-depth enough to adequately reduce downtime and risk.

We recommend to all of our customers that they first take our [PLC training](http://bin95.com/plc_training.htm) to establish a firm foundation in which to build on. Only then move on to the advanced topic of [PAC training](http://bin95.com/ebooks/controllogix_rslogix_5000.htm).

In contrast to PLC training, the same level of PAC training requires PLC training and PAC overview training. Motion control training specific to that PAC vendor’s software, computer programming training for working with structured text (a Pascal type computer programming language) etc., networking training and network security training. So training for an advanced topic like PACs, will start at 80 hours and up, depending on each employees past training and experience in the IT/Computer programming field.
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Side Note: In BIN95.com’s on-site PLC training, a couple of the training objectives are “to be able to modify existing PLC programs and identify best-practices PLC programming before you purchase new equipment...”. If you review the ISA organization’s website, you’ll see they recommend after the general PLC - PAC training, an additional 40 hours about the 5 programming languages a PAC uses. Then they recommend additional training classes on networking and networking security. So it is well over 80 hours to get to the same competence level with PACs, which we get you to with our PLC training. This furthers the point that the learning curve for the PAC is much greater than it is for the PLC.

If you are already a trained IT/Computer Programmer, you could probably get by with our PLC training, PAC overview training and studying the motion control part of the PAC software’s manual; as a minimum. But if you are a maintenance or engineer person with little or no IT/Computer programming training, you will need all the previous mentioned training to work with PACs safely and reliably. This training consideration is very important because most end users do not get a choice of what kind of controls are in the machines that they purchase. We have had customer’s request PLC training and when reviewing their machine program to customize that training, we found no PLC ladder logic was used by OEM, as what they had was a PAC and it was all computers programming language.

We have also seen the other scenario, where the company placed the IT department in charge of a PAC controlling a machine because it had an Ethernet port on the PAC. But the IT person had no PLC training or idea how dangerous I/O forces are, when the person created windows to force I/O, accessible from any workstation on the company network.

A third scenario to consider is that many companies have placed PLC responsibilities on maintenance mechanics who being very bright, can peck around on the computer while working with PLCs, but have little other computer experience. So the difference between the PLC learning curve and the PAC learning curve will be much greater. So when you are referring to training anyway, it is very important to call a PAC a PAC, not a PLC.

So do yourself, your employees and your company a favor, get the PLC safety, reliability and best practices training at http://bin95.com/plc_training.htm before moving on to learn the much greater challenging PAC. That is great advice for all maintenance, engineering, instrument techs and IT personnel that will eventually work with PLCs or PACs.

For those who still insist on calling a PAC a PLC, or question the expert opinion of this article, I refer you to the following external resources that confirm that PACs exist and the vast PLC PAC difference. Among which are ARC Advisory Group, International Society of Automation, and PLC PAC vendors like Rockwell Automation, Siemens, GE, Mitsubishi, Schneider, National Instruments, Opto 22, Advantech, etc.

- ISA.org – What is a Programmable Automation Controller (PAC)? http://www.isa.org/InTechTemplate.cfm?template=/ContentManagement/ContentDisplay.cfm&ContentID=82268
- AB/Rockwell – PAC RSLogix 5000 series http://ab.rockwellautomation.com/Programmable-Controllers

After reviewing all the above, to still deny the PLC PAC difference, to ignore the industry’s vendors, organizations, and trade magazines themselves, is like refusing to acknowledge while SCADA has an HMI element to it, a HMI is not a full blown SCADA system.
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